


We are HBF.
HBF is a leader in beautifully designed, exquisitely crafted and exceptionally constructed products. 

These products represent the finest in contemporary design, reflecting the essence of current culture 

while evoking a timeless, transcendent appeal. To realize this vision, HBF works with luminaries in the 

visual arts…those whose expansive talents are woven into a tapestry of uncommon design. These rare 

and gifted individuals delight in collaborating with HBF, as our singular capabilities bring their creations 

to life. And so entwined, our products inspire.



Meki Collection  //  Todd Bracher

The Meki Table Collection of tops and bases by Todd Bracher is designed to allow clients to mix and 

match finish materials, sizes and shapes, making each table uniquely its own. Whether in a café,  

conference or evolving environment, its design creates an optical illusion—the top appears to float. 

The simplistic use of materials also make this table timeless. Table tops are available in ash, solid  

and soft surface, back painted glass, and engineered quartz. Bases are offered with either an ash  

or walnut wood column or a metal column, paired with round or soft square metal base options.

Beetle Chairs  //  Gubi

Inspired by the anatomy and movement of the beetle, GamFratesi artfully reinterprets the characteristic 

elements of the beetles’ sections: shape, shells, sutures, rigid outside and soft inside in the Beetle 

Chair + Stool Collection. The result is a comfortable yet dynamic design making this collection suitable 

for multiple environments whether it is in the home or the workplace. Chairs are now offered with wood 

bases in black beech, smoked oak, or clear oak.



Fulton Lounge Collection  //  Scott Wilson

The Fulton Lounge and Rocker, by Scott Wilson, re-envisions the traditional classic as a timeless modern 

design. The newly introduced lounge version mimics the rocker, both of generous proportion. Elegant  

materials elevate the category of wood rocking/lounge chairs, creating a soothing experience in a  

high-energy collaborative work environment or a quiet room. 



Sono Lounge Collection  //  Scott Wilson

Sono, designed by Scott Wilson, encourages focus and flexibility through its sculpted form to  

create relaxed privacy in a minimally obtrusive respect. With its attention to comfort, form and  

quality, Sono provides a floating oasis and the freedom to work where, how and when you want in  

any open environment. The collection offers both high and low back versions of a sofa, settee, and 

chair and a half for additional versatility.



Bringing Texture to Life. 
HBF Textiles gives dimension to the lives and spaces of users, designers and communities through 

the essential qualities of fabric. We reveal the hand of the maker and the intentionality of design in 

everything we make. Our expertise comes from understanding the inherent qualities of fabric—yarn, 

dyeing, spinning, structure and weave. When combined with our innovative material sources, we create 

considered applications that are versatile and beautiful.



Color Block Collection  //  Fall 2017

HBF Textiles is proud to introduce the Color Block collection by international award winning designer

Barbara Barry. Barry’s collaboration with HBF Textiles dates back to 1996 with the launch of her eponymous 

fabric collection. Many years later Barry’s work is as timeless as it was 20+ years ago and is the catalyst  

for us to develop her newest collection today. The Color Block collection speaks to Barry’s refined sense  

of proportion, balance and texture with her well-orchestrated use of color. Barry reflects, “As a designer  

of furniture and of form, I like to use solid fabrics in a color blocking way…knowing that blocks of color 

juxtaposed against other blocks of color, create pattern in the most modern way.”





Dry Run  //  Color Block Collection

Dry Run is a textural plain with a relaxed sophistication. Its “sanded” texture and matte appearance is 

colored in soft neutrals to rich deep tones. Dry Run is composed of 52% recycled polyester making it a 

smart environmental choice.



Paintbox  //  Color Block Collection

Paintbox is the multi-colored woven that pulls the whole collection together—offering three different  

color palettes with complementary solids. Its mid-size scale of geometric squares will enliven any 

scheme. A Sunbrella® fabric, it is approved for outdoor use and is bleach cleanable.



Crosstweed  //  Color Block Collection

Crosstweed is a blended fabric with a distinct textural nubby hand. It has a casual, residential feel with 

the durability of a contract fabric. 



Wrap Around  //  Color Block Collection

Wrap Around is a 100% Trevira® CS construction with multiple applications for upholstery, wrapped  

panels and drapery. It has a subtle texture and flexible hand. Wrap Around comes in an extensive  

palette of saturated and versatile colors.



Lava Rock  //  Color Block Collection

Lava Rock is a modern quilted construction with a dimensional stitched pattern. Colored in black,  

warm white and cool grey, it is architectural in nature and soft in hand. Its blend of cotton and recycled 

polyester makes it a sustainable choice, while its stain resistance provides greater utility.



Based in Copenhagen, GamFratesi Studio was founded in 2006 by Danish 
architect Stine Gam and Italian architect Enrico Fratesi. Highly influenced  
and inspired by their backgrounds and the root of their cultures, GamFratesi  
creates furniture that respectfully reflects tradition while also featuring  
uniquely embedded stories, symbols and associations expressed in a  
minimalistic style. Their design is a balance between the traditional and  
the surprising, achieved through their experimental approach to chosen  
materials and techniques. Focused on simplicity and functionalism,  
GamFratesi furniture illustrates the process and techniques that created  
it while still evoking a strong emotion to concept, story and contrast. 
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His background leading several design and innovative teams, as well as his 
experience with consultancies, corporations and startups led him to found  
the Chicago-based product design and brand incubation agency MINIMAL  
in 2007. Scott’s field of play ranges widely from technology, medical and  
consumer products to lifestyle, furniture and environments. A master of  
balancing the rational and the emotional, the intersection of technology and  
art, as well as business and consumer needs, Wilson maintains a hand-on  
approach, his skills shifting seamlessly from that of inventor, designer,  
storyteller, strategist, entrepreneur and engineer. Wilson consistently delivers 
compelling, disruptive yet balanced and thoughtful solutions to market across  
a wide range of industries.
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Award winning designer, Barbara Barry is internationally known for her  
streamlined interiors and elegant home furnishings.  Her look speaks to quiet 
luxury, comfort and ease - supporting her design philosophy that living simply 
with quality is the highest form of luxury. Her firm centers on bespoke interiors 
for both commercial and residential spaces and her celebrated vision of home 
products finds expression through partnerships with internationally renowned 
companies such as Baker, Henredon, Kallista, Kravet Fabrics, Global Views, 
Tufenkian Carpets and Visual Comfort. Barbara Barry’s collections are sold  
in fine stores and design centers throughout the world.
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Todd Bracher is an award winning, critically acclaimed industrial designer and 
design strategist, based in Brooklyn, New York. Todd Bracher Studio has been 
instrumental in guiding some of the most prestigious brands around the world 
to realize strategic differentiation through design. The Studio was founded in 
1999 and provides services to both influence its clients’ strategies as well as 
executing product design projects in a way that inspires the marketplace and 
elevates brand position. Over the past 20 years, Todd Bracher has collaborated 
with some of the most prestigious brands around the world.
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